
Houghton Vintage
Price: £4,100.00  Sales tax is included in this price.

Sire: UKBAS09694 - Cambridge Navigator of ACC (Imp)
Dam: UKBAS26158 - Houghton Vixen
Type: Female
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: White (Solid Colour)
Registered With: BAS - UKBAS34586
Date of Birth: 11th May 2018

Houghton Vintage

White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya

UKBAS09694 - Cambridge Navigator of ACC (Imp)

(White (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

UKBAS26158 - Houghton Vixen

(White - Huacaya)

IAR/63163 - EP Cambridge Peruvian Spartacus (Aust.

IAR/33424 - Cambridge Lilly Pilly II (Aust.)

UKBAS05398 - Bozedown Comet II

UKBAS11285 - ACC Cambridge Vitality

UKACCBAS00007 - Accoyo

Remarque(Import)

UKBAS02610 - ACC Catalina

UKBOZBAS00618 - Galaxy of Bozedown

(Import)

UKBAS03162 - Venus of Bozedown

(Import)

Description: 

Introducing Vintage (AHH1800), a truly exceptional alpaca that stands out from the crowd. At 5 years old, Vintage is a
standout female, earning her place as one of the best born in her year.

With a combination of remarkable qualities, Vintage is undoubtedly show-worthy. Her stunning high frequency crimp
commands attention, accentuated by its remarkable consistency and uniformity throughout her fleece. The low micron
count ensures an incredibly soft handle, while the superb density adds a touch of luxury to her already impressive
attributes.

Vintage's stature is equally impressive. Standing tall and regal, she possesses a commanding presence that demands
attention. Her elegant frame showcases her exquisite fleece to its full potential, making her a true standout in any show
ring.

If you're seeking an alpaca with exceptional show potential, Vintage is the perfect choice. Her outstanding fleece
characteristics, combined with her striking appearance, make her a top contender in the show circuit.

Don't miss the opportunity to make Vintage a prized member of your herd. Contact us today and secure this
extraordinary alpaca with unparalleled show potential. Vintage is ready to make a lasting impression and add a touch of
excellence to your alpaca journey.

Number of Crias bred from female: 1
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